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RECENT DEVELOPMENT SALES
& UPCOMING PROJECTS

ANGIER TOWNHOMES
BERKELEY VILLAGE

OAKVIEW TOWNHOMES
SKYHILL TOWNHOMES

EAST AVENUE COTTAGES
METROPOLITAN AT PHIPPS

LINDEN PLACE TOWNHOMES
AXIS CONDOMINIUMS

AXIS TOWNHOMES
THE EDGE ON LUCY

RANKIN TOWNHOMES
THE SMITH

OCULUS TOWNHOMES
GEORGETOWN SQUARE

1463 LAFRANCE
1388 LAFRANCE
125 MORELAND

DAR TOWNHOMES
FREEDOM TOWNHOMES

SKYPOINTE



› Land Acquisition: present opportunities to clients on a regular basis. Those 
opportunities are a result of relationships and networking with the real estate community 
that have been developed over the years.

›  Architecture, Floor Plans, Finishes Review and Recommendations: extensive and 
real-time knowledge of the market and market needs put to work during due diligence 
by providing consulting services including review of architecture, floor plans and finish 
selections.

›   Pro-Forma Analysis: assistance with pro-forma critique and review to ensure a project 
is not being over built or not meeting the needs of the market.

› Marketing Plan Development: develop and implement custom marketing plans 
targeted to the specific needs of each project. The marketing plans utilize Atlanta Fine 
Homes Sotheby’s International Realty’s globally recognized branding and taps into their 
network of partnerships to maximize exposure to the market.

›   Sales Team Management: each project — and its market — is different, so our team 
works closely with clients to select from a group of highly qualified sales agents to create 
a team best suited to meet those demands.

›  Sales Reporting: provide clients with real time sales and traffic activity through a 
combination of electronic reporting and scheduled sales meetings. Reports include a 
detailed summary of contract and inventory status, sales traffic, prospect feedback and 
an invaluable analysis of site data, such as inventory and velocity of sales tracking.

DEVELOPER SERVICES



›lpPre-Selling: ability to pre-sell projects through a strategic marketing approach, 

providing insight into the tools required for pre-selling success and once equipped with 

those tools, we have the unparalleled ability to achieve the client’s goals. This is one of 

our strongest assets.

›  Point-of-Sale to Contract: our sales team has experience in qualifying leads and 

understand that the critical path from point-of-sale to contract is invaluable. The process 

includes (but is not limited to): qualification of prospects, intimate knowledge of each 

project and its competition, understanding the selling process, bringing the prospect to 

contract and keen negotiation skills.

›  Buyer Management During Construction: shielding our clients from the day-to-day 

needs and concerns of buyers throughout the construction process can be challenging; 

therefore, our goal is to leverage the invaluable service of keeping buyers informed to 

stay a step ahead of potential issues.

›   Contract to Close: the last memory of new construction home-buying is the last few 

weeks before the closing. Our hands-on approach keeps both the developer and buyer 

informed and up to date to avoid last minute delays. Our approach is to help the developer 

provide a smooth and rewarding experience for each homebuyer. 
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